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Composite Decking

HD Deck XS
With three colours to choose from (Lava, Silver and Walnut) and a

reversible profile, the HD Deck XS is the perfect choice for domestic

and commercial applications. As well as the wide range of rich, natural

colours, the HD Deck XS is available with a thin or thick grooved finish
to suit a contemporary or more traditional design. Colour matched

end caps are available for a consistent, quality finish. The HD Deck XS
comes with a 10 year warranty.

The HD Deck XS can be used to replace worn, timber boards and utilise
the existing frame for installation. When compared with traditional
timber decking, the HD Deck XS has a number of other benefits
including:

Engineered for durability, ease of installation and

sustainability, Composite Decking is making headways in

the landscaping sector, with take-up predicted to grow by
100% a year.

— Low maintenance

— Barefoot safe

— Slip resistance

— Attractive/various colour

— Durable
— Sustainable

options

— Board dimensions: 25mm (D)
x 146mm (W) x 3600mm (L)

Taylor Maxwell are the UK’s national distributor of composite decking
from Composite Prime.

We partner with merchants to become Composite Prime stockists and
offer long-term support and opportunities. With our after sales service

package, we’ll provide point-of-sale marketing materials along with

training seminars for your team, helping them articulate the benefits of

If you are interested in becoming a Taylor Maxwell stockist and would
like to hear more about how we can support you, please contact us.

HD Deck Dual
For a more traditional, natural timber finish, our HD Deck Dual boards are the perfect

Composite Prime decking scores highly in Intertek resilience tests due

choice. The HD Deck Dual provides the look of a traditional deck, coupled with the

35% recycled plastic and 5% additives that are compressed slowly

technology, the Dual boards are available in three combinations of Antique/Carbon,

to its advanced composition. It is produced using 60% hardwood flour,

benefits of the composite material. Using advanced ‘True Grain’ colour mixing

for enhanced strength. Hollow inner strips also provide inbuilt shock

Walnut/Oak and Natural Oak/Slate. As each board is dual-coloured, this enables you

absorption and ensure it is lightweight.

to form borders or patterns in the deck to create a bespoke finish.

An easy clip installation system also means no screws will be visible on

The HD Deck Dual boards are complete with a protective capped outer layer, which

the top surface of the decking, enabling you to create a seamless finish.

gives the board maximum protection against staining and fading. This outer layer

Sustainability lies at the heart of our Composite Decking offer.

25-year warranty.

Composite Prime decking is made from recycled resources and FSC®

means the boards do not require sanding or oiling. The HD Deck Dual comes with a

100% certified wood. For every square metre, we recycle the equivalent

The HD Deck Dual can be used to replace worn, timber boards and utilise the existing

bottles in just six months. Most of the wood used is offcuts from the

Dual has a number of other benefits including:

of 280 plastic milk bottles or 3,000 caps, which equates to 9,250,000
flooring trade, adding to the decking’s environmental benefits.

frame for installation. When compared with traditional timber decking, the HD Deck

— Low maintenance

— Barefoot safe

— Slip resistance

— Attractive/various colour options

your stock, as you can offer the full colour range using half the number

— Durable

— Board dimensions: 22.5mm (D)

against damage, and they come with a 25-year warranty.

— Sustainable

In addition, we create boards with two colours – one on either side –
up to 3.6m in length. This dual-deck design helps you to streamline

of boards. We’ll deliver them shrink-wrapped for increased protection

1

x 143mm (W) x 3600mm (L)
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the decking and its installation process to your client base.

HD Deck Pro

HD Deck XS

HD Deck Dual

Available in two contemporary shades, the HD Deck
Pro is an extra-wide composite decking board with

a traditional wood grain finish. Similar to the HD Deck

Dual, the HD Deck Pro has a reversible design that can
be used to create bespoke patterns or borders, with

complementary fascias to ensure a consistent finish.

Antique

This premium capped decking board offers a 25 year

manufacturer’s warranty, with extra protection against

staining and weathering.
— Available in
Champagne and

— 25-year
manufacturer’s

— 200mm wide board

— Quick installation using
HD Deck universal clips

Oyster

— Matching fascia

available (11 x 150 x

warranty

Lava

Silver

Walnut

HD Deck Pro
Carbon

or slim clips

3600mm)

— Intertek tested (full
technical specification
available)

Champagne

Natural Oak

HD Deck 3D

The HD Deck 3D provides a deeply textured decking

Slate

board, creating the look and feel of natural timber.

Available in four colour options including Golden Oak,
Black Oak, Weathered Oak and Burnished Oak. These
colours are created using a unique mix which runs

throughout each board, enhancing the authenticity of

the wood grain. In addition to the wood grain texture, the
3D deck boards also come with a patterned/grooved
profile on the other side, allowing for multiple design

Black Oak

Burnished Oak

options.

Oak

Made using FSC® 100% hardwood flour and recycled

plastic, the HD Deck 3D offers another high quality, low
maintenance product. Similar to the other ranges, the
HD Deck 3D will not rot, decay, warp or bend and is

barefoot safe and slip resistant. This system utilises a

secret-clip system for a clean finish, without the need for

unsightly screws.

Golden Oak
3

Weathered Oak

Walnut
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HD Deck 3D

Oyster

For more information, samples or to speak to one of our technical specialists, please call 0203 794 9377 or email enquiries@taylor.maxwell.co.uk

